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Abstract

This paper studies competition in the �nancial service market for large hedge funds. Hedge

funds have to be secretive about their asset strategies since these strategies are their sole source

of pro�t. They need to implement their strategy through trading brokers, which might front-run

and decrease hedge fund's pro�t. Hedge funds also interact with prime brokers, which provide

loans. We compare two institutionally di�erent situations. In the �rst institutional framework,

all prime brokers are dedicated. We de�ne dedicated prime brokers as prime brokers that do

not have a trading desk. In the second case, all prime brokers are dual. Dual prime brokers

have their own trading desk and good examples are investment banks. Dual prime brokers can

serve as trading brokers for hedge funds, internalizing partially the competition e�ect of front-

running. We �nd that both ex-ante and interim, hedge funds prefer a monopolist dedicated

prime broker to a monopolist dual prime broker. In a monopolistic situation, a dedicated prime

broker can make more money from a pro�table hedge fund than a non pro�table one as it

extracts some of the hedge fund pro�ts by charging for credit services. A monopolist dual prime

broker internalizes the competition e�ect of front-running and the relationship generates a higher

surplus, which accumulates to the dual prime broker. We then allow for ex-ante competition

among prime brokers, which is equivalent to assuming long term prime brokerage relations.

Under ex-ante competition, hedge funds receive a proportion of the ex-ante relationship surplus,

which we de�ne as the sum of expected ex-ante hedge funds and prime brokers pro�ts. In this

case hedge funds prefer dual prime brokers to dedicated prime brokers. We alternatively assume

interim direct competition between the two types of prime brokers. We prove that there exists

an equilibrium when hedge funds have to interact with both types. We then conjecture that

there exist an equilibrium in which both types of prime brokers are active, although hedge

funds do not have to contract with both types. We conclude that hedge funds need not worry

about the e�ectiveness of the "Chinese wall" for investment banks if they can have long term

relationships with investment banks.

In the last decade or so, the hedge fund industry increased exponentially. In the mid 80's,

there were less than a hundred hedge funds in existence, due to the hedge funds' previous loss of

reputation. This was due to the large losses incurred in the bear market of 1973− 1974. However,
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the impressive results of some hedge funds managers1 o�ered hedge funds a restored credibility2,

which caused the number of hedge funds to increase to 500 by 1990. Currently there are about

8, 000 hedge funds with an estimated 1.2 trillion dollars of assets3. This increase in their assets

under management was parallelled by the growth of their strategies area, which covers a variety of

markets and market events, from M&A arbitrage to Fixed Income arbitrage. Nowadays, there is no

�nancial market in which hedge funds are not active players and at the same time they are also the

ones with the highest turn-over. Their initial success attracted many wealthy investors and their

good track record explains the massive in-�ow of funds into this industry. Such a booming hedge

fund industry created a huge demand for specialized services.

Hedge funds have to raise funds, use a prime broker and trade through a trading broker. There are

at least two types of prime brokers. The �rst type is represented by the dedicated prime brokers,

whose only business is to act as settlement agent, provide custody for assets, provide �nancing

for leverage, and prepare daily account statements for hedge funds. The second type consists of

dual prime brokers, which provide the same type of services as dedicated prime brokers but have

their own trading desk. Good examples of dual brokers are investment banks that o�er both prime

brokerage services and have their own trading desks. Hedge funds have to be secretive about their

strategies since these strategies are their sole source of pro�t. Disclosing trading information to

other traders (including the trading broker) decreases hedge funds pro�ts. They funds need to

trade with trading brokers to access the asset market and these trading brokers might front run.4

We analyze the interaction between hedge funds and prime brokers. There is an obvious poten-

tial leak of information between the prime brokerage and trading departments within a dual prime

broker. Initially, working with a dual prime broker might seem undesirable due to this leakage of

information. We show that hedge funds can use the leakage of information to their bene�t. Dual

prime brokers can be used to replace the trading brokers. Dual prime brokers front-run but they also

internalize partially the competition e�ect of front-running. If hedge funds can enter into long term

exclusive relations with their dual prime brokers, they can receive a proportion of the relationship

surplus. In this case they prefer dual prime brokers to dedicated prime brokers because the surplus

1Including, among others, George Soros, Michael Steinhart, and Julian Robertson.
2For a brief history of hedge funds, see http://www.capmgt.com/brief history.html.
3See the example the latest "Testimony Concerning Hedge Funds" on the S.E.C. web site at

http://www.sec.gov/news/testimony/ts051606sfw.htm.
4To be exact, trading brokers might dual trade simultaneously.
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generated with dual prime brokers is higher.

Another goal of the paper is to rationalize the interim existence and survival of both dedicated and

dual prime brokers in the same �nancial services market place. If we assume that hedge funds have

to interact with the two types of prime brokers, we prove the existence of an equilibrium. When we

relax this assumption, we conjecture an equilibrium in which hedge funds work with both types of

prime brokers.

We contribute to the growing body of theoretical work on hedge funds by focusing on the infor-

mational content of their interaction with prime brokers. Most credit agreements between prime

brokers and hedge funds provide both capital to hedge funds and potentially valuable trading in-

formation to prime brokers. When prime brokers are dual (investment banks), they can easily use

the information to their bene�t. This suggests a secondary bene�t for investment banks to extend

credit to their trading competitors. Information is key in �nancial markets and we prove that it is

also key in the interaction between prime brokers and hedge funds.

The novelty of this paper consists in the focus on the information transmission issues arising in the

interaction between price-a�ecting hedge funds and brokers. Our paper adds to multiple strands of

the literature. First, the issue of e�cient sale of information was addressed in Admati and P�eiderer

(1990). We show that hedge funds can choose to e�ciently "sell" information to dual prime brokers

in order to obtain a better prime brokerage deal. Second, a number of recent papers considered the

interaction between investment banks (strategic traders) and hedge funds (arbitrageurs). Brunner-

meier and Pedersen (2005) explored the opportunity of so called "predatory trading". Attari, Mello

and Ruckes (2005) stressed the importance of timing the access to additional sources of capital of

the otherwise �nancially constrained arbitrageurs. We add to this body of literature by focusing on

the informational dimension of the contracts between hedge funds and prime brokers. Third, there

is a "limits to arbitrage" literature, initiated by Shleifer and Vishny (1997). While we do not ex-

plicitly account for it, we think that in a repeated interaction framework, information transmission

about the capital endowment to prime brokers can lead to a "limits to arbitrage" type situation.

We suggest a simple and tractable framework inspired by the work of Attari, Mello and Ruckes

(2005) to address the issues pointed out above. The �nancial market is populated with four poten-

tial types of traders. First, uninformed liquidity traders have a demand composed of a pure random

part and a part associated with their perceived under or over-valuation of the asset. Second, trading
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brokers dual trade after receiving orders from hedge funds. Third, non dedicated prime brokers can

trade strategically, internalizing the e�ect of their trade on the price. Fourth, hedge funds that

have access to better information than other market participants are subject to potentially binding

capital constraints. The uncertainty regarding the hedge funds from the prime brokers's perspec-

tive has to do with the accuracy of hedge fund's information. The hedge funds are also behaving

strategically, forming rational expectations about both the impact of their trades on the price and

also about the prime brokers' optimal trading strategy. Trading brokers are the only ones capable

of placing orders in the asset market. A dual prime broker can potentially serve also as a trading

broker for hedge funds.

After describing the setup, the paper presents the equilibrium concept that will be used to analyze

di�erent market con�gurations. Section 2 analyzes the institutional case of dedicated prime brokers.

Prime brokers are shown to optimally "invest" in hedge funds, as the loan repayments are their main

source of income. We �rst analyze the monopolist dedicated prime broker case. The monopolist

prime broker extracts almost all the surplus generated from trading, leaving some informational

rents. The section continues by computing the maximal surplus that can be obtained by working

with dedicated prime brokers. We show that the surplus is maximized in the case of perfect compe-

tition among dedicated prime brokers. The reason is that increased competition among dedicated

prime brokers diminishes any potential distortion in the hedge fund's optimal trading.

Section 3 analyzes the institutional case of dual prime brokers. Prime brokers cannot credibly com-

mit not to trade after inferring information from hedge funds. Dual prime brokers �nd optimal to

�nance hedge funds, which are their trading competitors. Dual prime brokers want to provide the

right incentives for information extraction. If one non dedicated prime broker has all the bargaining

power, she will design a contract such that she can distinguish between hedge funds types. We

characterize the solution to the monopolist dual prime broker's problem. We then compute the

maximal surplus that can be obtained by working with dual prime brokers. We show that the sur-

plus is maximized by the monopolist dual prime broker. The monopolist dual prime broker wants

hedge funds to disclose all the information and not trade at all. This implies that there is little

or no distortion in the dual prime broker trade. Since dual prime brokers have their own trading

desk, the potential distortion associated with trading brokers vanishes. Therefore, the relationship

surplus is maximized.
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One of the main results of the paper is the outcome of a comparative statics exercise, presented

in a proposition, where the choice is between the dedicated and dual institutionally constrained

prime brokerage markets. For monopoly situations, dedicated prime brokers are preferred to dual

ones. For competitive situations, long term relations with dedicated prime brokers make hedge

funds worse o� than dual ones. First, monopolist dedicated prime brokers maximize hedge funds

payo� from trading. Second, monopolist dual prime brokers internalize the e�ect of hedge funds'

access to capital. More trading for hedge funds diminishes the dual prime brokers trading pro�t.

Even if prime brokers pay lending fees, dual prime brokers are less willing to �nance hedge funds.

Section 4 looks at equilibria when both types of prime brokers are allowed by market regulation.

If we assume that hedge funds have to interact with the two types of prime brokers, we prove the

existence of an equilibrium. When we relax this assumption, we conjecture an equilibrium in which

hedge funds work with both types of prime brokers. Section 5 concludes and provides suggestions

for future research.

1 The Model Setup

1.1 The Markets and the Market Participants

We will consider two markets: the asset and the prime brokerage (credit) market. We are interested

in the interaction between the two. In the asset market, there is only one trading date for the risky

asset. The asset's value v is realized after all the trading is done. There are four types of traders

in this market: liquidity traders, hedge funds, trading brokers and dual prime brokers. We assume

that there is only one liquidity trader and one large hedge fund. The demand of the liquidity trader

is ε+β (E [v]− p), where ε is the realization of a liquidity need random variable with mean 0, β > 0

is the market depth parameter, p is the price of the risky asset and E [v] is the liquidity trader's

expectation about the asset value. The liquidity trader's demand is a limit order, contingent on

the realization of the price. The liquidity trader's order has two components: one that relates to

the perceived mispricing and purely random one, generated by either consumption smoothing or

some other reason. All the other traders submit market orders. Their demand is not conditional

on the price. The fundamental incentives to trade in the asset market for hedge funds and brokers

are the same. They trade because they are better informed than the liquidity trader. Through
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her order, the hedge fund provide information to the trading broker which dual-trades. We assume

that by institutional design, simultaneous dual-trading (SDT) is allowed. The trading broker infers

information from the hedge fund's order. If present, the dual prime broker can also infer information

by observing the hedge fund order and might dual-trade. Another institutional assumption about

the asset market speci�es the existence of margin requirements. The hedge fund is required to post

collateral proportional to her order. If we denote the hedge fund's order by θE , then an amount

of at least M · |θE | has to be posted as collateral. Once posted, collateral cannot be recuperated.

Since we assume that the hedge fund has available capital K0
5, this imposes the constraint that

M · |θE | ≤ K0 under the absence of any lending. We assume that the hedge fund is the only capital

constrained asset and credit market participant. All other players are assumed to have enough

capital to meet any margin requirements or other capital adequacy criteria.

The credit market has two types of players - hedge funds and prime brokers. Whereas hedge funds

are borrowers, prime brokers are creditors. The reasons to trade on the credit market are the

expected ones - hedge funds need capital to �nance their asset market position and prime brokers

lend capital in exchange of future promised repayments. The hedge fund plays a role in both

markets. The presence on the credit market is rationalized by the prospect of trading in the asset

market and the institutional requirement of collateral posting. Since the credit market opens �rst

at t = 1, any potential contracts are written before the asset market opens at t = 2. See also Figure

1 for a visual representation of the time line.

t = 0

HF receives signal α 

Credit market opens Asset market opens

Asset's value is realized

t = 1 t = 2 t = 3

Figure 1: Time line.

5We will normalize it to 0 for analytical tractability
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1.2 Informational Structure

The hedge fund's information set is and remains at least as �ne as any other market participant.

Only the hedge fund receives an informative signal about the expected value of the asset. All other

market participants share the same beliefs about the expected value of the asset, namely E [v].

Before the credit and asset market open, at t = 1 the hedge fund receives a signal α that can take

one of the following 4 values in the set A = {−α2,−α1, α1, α2}. We use the term "high" for a hedge

fund that received a signal in {−α2, α2} and "low" for one that received a signal in {−α1, α1}. All

these signals allow the hedge fund to form expectations about the asset value. We assume that

E[v|α = ±α2] = E[v] ± 2∆ while E[v|α = ±α1] = E[v] ± ∆ with ∆ > 2M . We assume that

Pr [α2|α ∈ {α1, α2}] = Pr [−α2|α ∈ {−α1,−α2}] = ν.

Hedge funds select the amount of capital to be borrowed from prime brokers, potentially contingent

on the signal. By choosing a particular contract from the ones o�ered in the credit market, hedge

funds disclose information to participating prime brokers. We will denote by αPB ∈ APB the hedge

fund's signal as inferred by prime brokers. After selecting the amount of capital to be borrowed,

the hedge fund decides about her trading order6 θE
α and she informs the trading broker(s) about her

desired trade, while posting the required collateral of at least M · |θE
α |. After extracting valuable

information from hedge fund's order, trading brokers choose their own orders7, denoted by θB
αB . We

will denote by αB ∈ AB the hedge fund's signal as inferred by the trading broker. The asset market

equilibrium price is determined by equating aggregate demand and supply, which we assume equals

zero. This is equivalent to:

ε + β (E [v]− p) + θE
α + θB

αB = 0

which gives us the market clearing price:

p = E [v] +
ε + θE

α + θB
αB

β

The price is a function of the realization of ε and of α. Each strategic market participant forms

expectations about the price yet the realization of the price will likely di�er from these expectations.

6From now on, we will use (·)E to denote quantities or expectations for the hedge fund, (·)B for the trading broker
and (·)PB for the creditor or prime broker. Note that E[·]E = E[·|α], E[·]B = E[·|αB ] and that E[·]B = E[·|αPB ]

7When dual prime brokers serve as trading brokers, they will have two sources of information: the contract selected
by the hedge fund and her order. Here we assume that there is one trading broker, which is not a dual prime broker.
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In this section we presented the information structure and the main di�erences between hedge funds

and other asset market participants - access to better information and potential lack of capital.

1.3 The Players' Strategies and Payo�s

All the credit and asset market participants are assumed to be risk neutral and therefore maximize

expected pro�ts. We �rst analyze the asset market. The liquidity trader's limit order is a function

only of the random component ε and of the equilibrium price p. While the liquidity trader does

not internalize the e�ect of her trading on the equilibrium price, she serves as the market balancing

force when considering the e�ect of the other types of asset market players: hedge funds, trading

brokers and potentially trading dual prime brokers. As opposed to the liquidity trader, who submits

limit orders, we will restrict these strategic types of market participants to submit market orders.

By doing this, we escape the potential complication of the informational content of the price, as in

Kyle (1985). Hedge funds and brokers behave strategically, internalizing the e�ect of their market

order on the expected equilibrium price and implicitly on their expected pro�ts. Consider a hedge

fund that received signal α and has capital D. The hedge fund chooses θE
α to maximize

θE
α · E [v − p|α]

subject to the collateral constraint that M ·
∣∣θE
∣∣ ≤ D.

The credit contract written between the hedge fund and the prime broker(s) speci�es a menu of

pairs {D,T} where D represents the amount of credit extended by the prime broker and T is the

promised repayment from the hedge fund, after the asset market closes and the value of the asset

is realized. Note that we do not assume limited liability for the hedge fund and this simpli�es the

computations.8

The trading broker maximizes

ΠB
αB = θB

αB · E
[
v − p|αB

]
where θB

αB is the trading broker's order contingent on the realization9 of αB.

For a dedicated prime broker which o�ered a contract {D,T}αPB∈APB and observes the hedge fund

8Since the prime broker is risk neutral, the fact that the debt is risk free helps us but we could also accommodate
the limited liability case.

9Recall that αB is the hedge fund's type as inferred by the trading broker
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choice of contract, the expected pro�t is

ΠPB
lending,αPB = E

[
T −D|αPB

]
A dual prime broker that is also a trading broker will maximize

ΠPB
global,αPB = ΠPB

lending,αPB + ΠPB
trading,αPB

= E
[
T −D|αPB

]
+ θPB

αPB · E
[
v − p|αPB

]
The hedge fund's payo� is

ΠE
α = θE

α · E [v − p|α]− T + D

1.4 The Equilibrium concepts

An equilibrium involves both the asset and the credit markets and all the possible type of players.

We start by de�ning an equilibrium in the asset market at time t = 2. Then, we de�ne the credit

market equilibrium at time t = 1.

1.4.1 De�ning Asset Market Equilibrium

There are four types of strategic players in the asset market. First, the liquidity traders will place

an order ε + β (E [v]− p). Second, the hedge fund strategic order is θE
α . Third, the trading broker

strategic order is given by θB
αB . If the hedge fund interacts with a dual prime broker, this broker

speci�es an order θPB
αPB . An asset market equilibrium is de�ned as a 4-uple

{
DαPB , θE

α , θB
αB , θPB

αPB

}
where

θE
α = argmax ΠE s.t. M · |θE

α | ≤ DαPB

θB
αB = argmax ΠB

and

θPB
αPB = argmax ΠPB

trading
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We require that the hedge fund, the trading broker and the dual prime brokers are rational and that

they update their beliefs using Bayes' rule. In the asset market, we will refer to a pooling equilibrium

as the equilibrium characterized by θE
α1

= θE
α2

= |θE
−α1

| = |θE
−α2

|. A separating equilibrium will be

characterized by anti-symmetry θE
α1

= |θE
−α1

| 6= θE
α2

= |θE
−α2

|.

1.4.2 De�ning Credit Market Equilibrium

In the credit market, prime brokers are lending capital to hedge funds for margin requirements.

Prime brokers o�er a menu of loans and promised repayments {DαPB , TαPB}αPB∈APB . Prime brokers

behave strategically and they realize that the loan size DαPB a�ects the hedge fund's trading. An

equilibrium in the credit market is a pair {DαPB , TαPB}. The menu of pairs o�ered by dedicated

prime brokers is a solution to their maximization problem

{DαPB , TαPB}αPB∈APB = argmax E
[
ΠPB

lending

]
Dual prime brokers o�er a menu of pairs that maximize

{DαPB , TαPB}αPB∈APB = argmax E
[
ΠPB

global

]
In the credit market, we will refer to a pooling equilibrium as the equilibrium characterized by

constant DαPB and TαPB across all possible αPB. A separating equilibrium is characterized by the

fact that card
(
APB) ≥ 2 and that DαPB

1
6= DαPB

2
.

1.4.3 De�ning Global Equilibrium

A global equilibrium can be described by
{
DαPB , θE

α , θB
αB , θPB

αB , TαPB

}
where {DαPB , TαPB} is an

equilibrium on the credit market and
{
DαPB , θE

α , θB
αB , θPB

αPB

}
is an equilibrium on the asset market.

1.5 The Hedge Fund' Strategy versus Multiple Trading Brokers

In this section, we analyze how the hedge fund decides to "slice" her global asset order among

di�erent trading brokers. We show that hedge funds minimize the number of traders which infer

information. This result allows us to assume from now on that hedge funds interact with only one
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trading broker. We de�ne a pooling trading equilibrium as an equilibrium in which all types of

hedge funds place a similar order with the trading brokers. A separating trading equilibrium is one

in which di�erent types place di�erent orders with the trading brokers.

All trading brokers are assumed to be similar in their main characteristic: they all dual-trade. First,

assume that the hedge fund decides to split her total order θE
α = D

αPB

M into N equal parts. Each

of the N trading brokers, indexed by i ∈ {1, 2, .., N} observe the same order θE
α,i = D

αPB

M ·N and they

have to form expectations about the signal received by the hedge fund and about the number of

other trading brokers. In any separating trading equilibrium each trading broker correctly infers

the signal and the number of competing trading brokers. We can therefore compute each trading

broker's optimal dual-trade and the corresponding pro�t for the hedge fund. Trading broker i

chooses how much to trade in her own account, maximizing

max
θB
αB,i

θB
αB ,i · E

B
i [v − p]

The symmetric solution to the above concave problem is

θB
αB ,i =

β

N + 1
EB

i [v − p]− N

N + 1
θE
α

The key element is the trading broker's ability to perfectly infer the hedge fund's type and the

number of competing trading brokers10. The hedge fund, anticipating this best response from

trading brokers, chooses an order which maximizes her trading pro�ts.

Lemma 1. In any separating trading equilibrium in the asset market, the hedge fund will always

choose not to split her global trade. For a �xed total trade θE
α , the hedge fund pro�t is strictly

decreasing in the number of trading brokers N . The equilibrium number of trading brokers N∗
low =

N∗
high will always equal 1.

Proof. See the Appendix.

The lemma deserves some quali�cations. The above result is intuitive. The more informed hedge

fund, although has the �rst mover advantage in choosing her trade, prefers informing less trading

10The hedge fund is better o� if trading brokers believe that there are more of them then they really are. This
makes them less aggressive in their dual-trading.
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brokers. The trading pro�t diminishes when more trading brokers are informed.

Now we look at a pooling trading equilibrium11, when hedge funds of di�erent types choose to split

their trades such that trading brokers cannot infer their type exactly. Assume that the credit market

separates the hedge funds into two types which is equivalent to setting APB = {(±α2) , (±α1)}. If

the high type has access to funds Dhigh and a low type has only Dlow, the only way of pooling is

to �nd a common divisor S of Dhigh

M and Dlow

M . The number of trading brokers used by the high

type hedge fund will be Nhigh such that Nhigh · S = Dhigh

M while the low type will only use Nlow

such that Nlow · S = Dlow

M . The following lemma describes the only situation when such a pooling

trading equilibrium can arise.

Lemma 2. The only possible pooling equilibrium can arise only when S = Dlow

M and implicitly

N∗
low = 1. Unless Dhigh is a multiple of Dlow, such a pooling equilibrium does not survive the

re�ning process.12

Proof. We eliminate any pooling trading equilibrium in which S < Dlow

M . To see why, recall that

the trading pro�ts for both types are strictly decreasing in the number of trading brokers. Such

a pooling trading equilibrium would not be re�ning-proof. The survival of the pooling trading

equilibrium with S = Dlow

M depends on the high type hedge fund. On one hand pooling makes the

dual-trading brokers less aggressive in their own trading and this seems bene�cial to the high type

hedge fund. On the other hand, pooling requires splitting the global trade into multiple smaller

trades which is equivalent to informing more trading brokers. Unless Dhigh is a multiple of Dlow,

at least one trading broker will infer exactly when facing a high type hedge fund. This is strictly

worse for the high type hedge fund as compared to the separating trading equilibrium case. Here

there will be multiple trading brokers with mixed beliefs and one with perfect information. In a

separating trading equilibrium there is only one perfectly informed dual-trading broker. It becomes

obvious that the high type would rather reveal her type to only one trading broker and thus separate

in trading. The rest of the proof can be seen in the Appendix.

The current discussion relies on the fact that both Dhigh and Dlow are pre-determined. The

fact that these quantities are actually endogenous becomes more transparent when discussing the

11We still assume a separating equilibrium in the credit and asset market.
12Since the condition for the pooling trading equilibrium existence survival is unlikely, we can safely assume that

there is only one trading broker.
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equilibrium in the credit market. Here, as opposed to other market microstructure models, the

hedge fund cannot disguise herself as an uninformed trader.13 The only option available to the high

type is to claim being a low type through pooling.

1.6 Optimal Trading with Full Access to Capital

In this subsection, we de�ne the hedge fund optimal trading with unrestricted access to capital. We

assume here that capital has a constant marginal cost. This is a useful benchmark case. First, we

need to compute the order placed by the front-running trading broker. Assume that the trading

broker observes an order θE
α . The trading broker infers the hedge fund's type and chooses θB

αB to

maximize

θB
αB ·

(
EB[v]− EB[p]

)
which is equivalent to

θB
αB ·

(
EB[v]− E[v]−

θB
αB + θE

α

β

)

This is a quadratic expression in θB
αB and reaches a maximum at

θB∗
αB =

β

2
(
EB[v]− E[v]

)
− 1

2
θE
α

The hedge fund anticipates front-running and incorporates the trading broker's best response into

her trading objective function. Therefore, the hedge fund trading pro�t is

θE
α ·

(
EE [v]− E[v]−

θB
αB + θE

α

β

)

which, after accounting for the trading broker's best response, becomes

1
2
θE
α ·
(

EE [v]− E[v]− θE
α

β

)
13We acknowledge that this might seem a short-coming, but in practice prime and trading brokers know the identity

of their clients.
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Recall that θE
α = D

M and that the hedge fund has to raise capital to post as collateral. With full

access to capital, the pro�t for the hedge fund then becomes

ΠE
α =


D

2βM2 · (2∆βM −D)− T + D, if α = ±α2

D
2βM2 · (∆βM −D)− T + D, if α = ±α1

Since T = D, the pro�t is a simple quadratic function which is maximized at

D∗ =

 Dhigh∗ = βM∆, if α = ±α2

Dlow∗ = βM ∆
2 , if α = ±α1

The corresponding optimal trading order is

θE∗
α =

 sign (α) · β∆, if α = ±α2

sign (α) · β ∆
2 , if α = ±α1

1.7 Long Term Relationships with Prime Brokers

This section looks at the possibility of long term relations between hedge funds and prime brokers. So

far, we allowed only for short term relations between hedge funds and prime brokers. This implicitly

restricted the competition between prime brokers to be short term oriented. The Appendix provides

a more detailed discussion about short term competition among prime brokers.

Long term relationships allow for competition among prime brokers at time t = 0 before any lending

and trading takes place. We denote with Γdedicated the ex-ante sum of hedge funds and dedicated

prime brokers pro�ts, while Γdual is the corresponding quantity for the dual prime brokers case.

We compute Γdedicated and Γdual as the maximal surpluses that can be generated by the relation

between hedge funds and prime brokers.14 In reduced form, we parameterize ex-ante competition

by λ ∈ [0, 1]. In case of monopoly, λ = 0 and in case of perfect competition λ = 1. At time t = 0,

before the realization of hedge fund's type, assume that a prime broker agrees to pays the hedge

fund λ · Γdedicated/dual in exchange of prime brokerage exclusivity. By accepting this payment, the

hedge fund enters into an exclusive long term relation with the prime broker. This implies that the

hedge fund cannot use the services of any other prime broker. We assume that the payment cannot

14We vary the degree of competitiveness and search for the best surplus.
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be used by hedge funds as collateral.

2 Dedicated Prime Brokers

This section analyzes the case of dedicated prime brokers. They cannot trade in the asset market

due either to regulation or to their lack of a trading department. We start by considering the case

of a monopolist dedicated prime broker. The prime broker chooses the optimal screening process.

We characterize the optimal screening schedule and then compute the ex-ante relationship surplus

corresponding to this case, Γdedicated.

2.1 Monopolist Dedicated Prime Broker

This corresponds to a situation in which one dedicated prime broker has all the bargaining power

in the credit market. The prime broker o�ers a schedule of contracts that maximizes her lending

pro�t. As we prove later, the prime broker does not infer any trading valuable information only

from the hedge fund's willingness to accept a speci�c credit contract.

In case of separating equilibrium in the credit market, the prime broker infers whether the hedge

fund belongs to one of the two pseudo-types15 {α1,−α1} or {α2,−α2}. The prime broker o�ers a

menu
{(

Dhigh, T high
)
,
(
Dlow, T low

)}
. In case of separating equilibrium in the credit market, the

trading broker infers the hedge fund's type. The trading broker observes the direction and size of

the order and therefore infers exactly the type.16 If the hedge fund considers rejecting the menu

suggested by the monopolist prime broker, her outside option payo� becomes 0.17

The asset market equilibrium is also important for the monopolist problem. If both "high" and

"low" types are credited in the separating equilibrium in the credit market, the hedge fund's asset

market order is

θE
α =

 ±Dhigh

M , if α = ±α2

±Dlow

M , if α = ±α1

15This is equivalent to setting APB = {(±α2) , (±α1)}
16This implies immediately that AB = A.
17The hedge fund's initial capital K0 is zero and therefore, absent any loan, the maximum order becomes 0, since

M · |θE | ≤ K0 = 0. The outside option is type-independent here.
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The trading broker's order is also a function of the hedge fund's type

θB
αB =

 ±
(
β∆− Dhigh

2M

)
, if α = ±α2

±
(

β∆
2 − Dlow

2M

)
, if α = ±α1

We obtain the hedge fund's expected pro�t, which is symmetric 18

ΠE
α =


Dhigh

2βM2 ·
(
2∆βM −Dhigh

)
− T high + Dhigh, if α = ±α2

Dlow

2βM2 ·
(
∆βM −Dlow

)
− T low + Dlow, if α = ±α1

We incorporated the asst market equilibrium outcome into the hedge fund's pro�t. The next step is

to �nd the solution to the monopolist prime broker's problem. We introduce new notation to make

the discussion transparent. If we de�ne Π̂E
α = (2βM2) ·ΠE

α and T̂ high/low = T high/low · (2βM2) the

pro�t becomes

Π̂E
α =

 Dhigh ·
(
2∆βM + 2βM2 −Dhigh

)
− T̂ high, if α = ±α2

Dlow ·
(
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
− T̂ low, if α = ±α1

We have to specify the pro�t that a high type can obtain by pretending to be a low type. We present

here the case when the hedge fund receives one of the signals ±α2 and she pretends receiving the

corresponding signal ±α1. The analyzed deviation is both in the credit and asset market.19 The

trading broker observes the order θE
α = ±Dlow

M and makes her own order θB
αB = ±

(
β∆
2 − Dlow

2M

)
.

The pro�t from deviating20 is

Π̂E
α,α̂ =

 −(Dhigh)2 − T̂ high + 2βM2Dhigh < 0, if α = ±α1 and α̂ = ±α2

Dlow ·
(
3∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
− T̂ low, if α = ±α2 and α̂ = ±α1

The prime broker's problem is to maximize her lending pro�t while o�ering the right incentives. We

present the standard separating monopolist prime broker's problem below. We characterize the set

18The expected pro�t accounts for the contractual transfers to the monopolist prime broker T high and T low.
19The high type deviates when getting funds from the prime broker and when placing her order with the trading

broker.
20We allow only for deviations along the same direction. A hedge fund with a "strong buy" signal considers

behaving like a hedge fund with a "buy" signal and does not consider placing a "sell" order.
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of equilibria in a lemma, after discussing the potential pooling equilibrium in the credit market.

max
Dhigh,T high,Dlow,T low

Pr (±α2) ·

(
T̂ high

2βM2
−Dhigh

)
+ Pr (±α1) ·

(
T̂ low

2βM2
−Dlow

)

such that

Π̂E
α ≥ 0 if α ∈ {±α2,±α1}

Π̂E
α ≥ Π̂E

α,α̂ ∀α̂ 6= α

In case of a pooling equilibrium, the prime broker o�ers a unique contract21
{(

Dpool, T pool
)}
, such

that she maximizes her revenues while all types participate. This implies a pooling equilibrium

in the asset market. Hedge funds of types α1 and α2 will place the same order and this is also

true about hedge funds of types −α1 and −α2. The trading broker will only be able to infer the

direction of the signal.22 The hedge fund's order is θE
α = ±Dpool

M for α ∈ {±α1,±α2} while the

trading broker's order is θB
αB = ±

(
β∆
2 · (1 + ν)− Dpool

2M

)
. The hedge fund's trading pro�t is

Π̂E
α =

 Dpool ·
(
∆βM · (3− ν) + 2βM2 −Dpool

)
− T̂ pool, if α = ±α2

Dpool ·
(
∆βM · (1− ν) + 2βM2 −Dpool

)
− T̂ pool, if α = ±α1

When considering a pooling equilibrium 23, the prime broker solves

max
Dpool,T pool

T̂ pool

2βM2
−Dpool

such that

Π̂E
α ≥ 0 if α ∈ {±α2,±α1}

We presented both the pooling and separating equilibria framework and the two equilibria are

spelled out in the following lemma.

Lemma 3. There exists a global equilibrium with the monopolist dedicated prime broker inducing a

separating equilibrium in the credit market.

21This is equivalent to APB = {(±α2,±α1)}.
22This is equivalent to setting AB = {(α2, α1) , (−α2,−α1)}
23Low type hedge funds get pooled with high types and face a more aggressive trading broker, compared to the

separating case. High type hedge funds face a trading broker which trades less aggressively compared to the separating
case.
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Case 1. When ν is small24, both high and low types are credited. The loan amounts are Dhigh =

Dhigh∗ = βM∆ and

Dlow = Dlow∗ − 2ν

1− ν
Dlow∗ =

1− 3ν

1− ν
βM

∆
2

< Dlow∗

Case 2. When ν is high, only the high type gets credited with Dhigh = Dhigh∗ = βM∆ and

T high = 1
2β∆ (∆ + 2M).

Case 3. The pooling equilibrium has Dpool = βM ∆
2 (1− ν).

Proof. To prove the claim about the separating equilibrium, one proceeds in the standard man-

ner. We start by showing that it is enough to restrict attention to the incentive compatibility

constraint for the high type hedge fund and the individual rationality constraint for the low type

hedge fund. These two constraints imply the other two. The proof for the pooling equilibrium is

more straightforward and is delegated with the details of the proof to the Appendix.

This result deserves an intuitive interpretation. It might be optimal for the monopolist prime

broker to extend credit to all types. Since the prime broker's pro�t can be decreasing in Dlow,

the prime broker �nds sometimes optimal to set Dlow at the lowest level, which is zero.25 Here

the monopolist dedicated prime broker wants to maximize the hedge fund trading pro�t since it is

the sole source of pro�t. In the separating equilibrium case, the normal deviation of the low type

trading appears, in order to provide truth-telling incentives for the high type.

To conclude this section, we prove that the dedicated prime broker will choose not to trade if her

information is restricted to come from the lending activity only.

Lemma 4. When acting only as a creditor, the dedicated prime broker chooses not to trade in the

asset market, even if trading was possible. The result survives changing the degree of competitiveness

in the credit market.

Proof. The prime broker's expectation of the value of the asset is unchanged, even for a separating

equilibrium in the credit market. To see this, assume the prime broker observes that the hedge fund

24The exact upper bound for ν is 1
3
.

25The non-negativity constraint binds.
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selects a loan meant for the group {α1,−α1} or for the group {α2,−α2}. Her expectation of the

asset value is

E [v|α ∈ {α1,−α1}] = E [v|α ∈ {α2,−α2}] = E [v]

due to the symmetry of the framework. If allowed to trade, the prime broker has an order which is

a linear combination of EPB [v]−E [v] and of EPB
[
θE
α

]
, which are both zero.26 We conclude that

the prime broker will never choose to trade when acting as a creditor only.

2.2 The Ex-ante Maximal Surplus for Dedicated Prime Brokers Case

Recall that Γdedicated is the maximal surplus that can be generated by a global equilibrium when

hedge funds are facing dedicated prime brokers. The results of lemma 3 allows us to compute a

lower bound for Γdedicated. We focus on the case when both types are credited, thus imposing a

restriction on ν.

Hedge funds pro�t function is

ΠE
α =


Dhigh

2βM2 ·
(
2∆βM −Dhigh

)
− T high + Dhigh, if α = ±α2

Dlow

2βM2 ·
(
∆βM −Dlow

)
− T low + Dlow, if α = ±α1

while the dedicated prime broker's pro�t function is

ΠPB
lending,αPB =

 T high −Dhigh, if αPB = ±α2

T low −Dlow, if αPB = ±α1

Summing the two pro�ts gives us

ΠE
α + ΠPBlending, αPB =


Dhigh

2βM2 ·
(
2∆βM −Dhigh

)
, if α = ±α2

Dlow

2βM2 ·
(
∆βM −Dlow

)
, if α = ±α1

We see that any relationship surplus is entirely generated by trading.27 If we plug in the solution

of the monopolist dedicated prime broker problem, the high type trades optimally but the low type

trades sub-optimally. The surplus is maximized when both types trade optimally. We formalize the

26If information is inferred only from the lending activity of the prime brokers.
27Here we account for dual-trading, since it cannot be avoided with dedicated prime brokers.
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argument in the following lemma.

Lemma 5. In the case of dedicated prime brokers, the maximal relationship surplus is reached in

the case of perfect competition.

Proof. We have to prove that the relationship surplus cannot be higher than

ν
β∆2

2
+ (1− ν)

β∆2

8

which is the surplus obtained under perfect competition. This is reached when hedge fund's trading

is optimal for both types. Under any other competitive situations, dedicated prime brokers might

want to reach a separate equilibrium, distorting the low type's trading. This implies that Dlow <

Dlow∗, which in turn means that

Γdedicated = ν
β∆2

2
+ (1− ν)

β∆2

8

3 Dual Prime Brokers

This section analyzes the case when prime brokers can be both creditors and trading brokers for

better informed hedge funds. Dual prime brokers cannot commit not to trade after observing hedge

funds' orders. This is the other type of prime brokers that we observe in �nancial markets. We

assume that there is no "Chinese wall" between the prime brokerage and trading departments for

the dual prime brokers. We start with the monopolist case. We then allow for competition in the

dual prime broker market and see the e�ects for hedge funds.

3.1 Monopolist Dual Prime Broker

A non-dedicate prime broker has the all bargaining power and she is o�ering a schedule of contracts

that maximizes her global pro�t. The global pro�t is the sum of the lending and trading pro�ts.

If the o�ered menu is separating in the credit market28, the prime broker infers exactly the hedge

28Recall that in the credit market, separation means o�ering di�erent loans to high and low type hedge funds
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fund's type.29 To �nd the optimal separating contract problem, the prime broker has to account

account for the hedge fund's outside option.30

We describe the asset market equilibrium after the prime broker o�ers loans to the hedge fund.

We consider �rst the low type hedge fund that has chosen loan size Dlow with the corresponding

transfer T low. The hedge fund's order is θE
±α1

= ±Dlow

M , while the prime broker's order is θPB
±αPB

1
=

±β
2

(
EPB [v]− E[v]

)
∓ 1

2θE This equals θPB
±αPB

1
= ±1

2β∆∓ 1
2

Dlow

M . The hedge fund's pro�t is

Π̂E
α = Dlow ·

(
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
− T̂ low if α ∈ {−α1, α1)

When dealing with a low type hedge fund, the dual prime broker's global pro�t is

Π̂PB
global,αPB =

1
2

(
∆βM −Dlow

)2
+ T̂ low − 2βM2Dlow if αPB ∈ {−α1, α1)

For a prime broker dealing with a high type hedge fund, the global pro�t is

Π̂PB
global,αPB =

1
2

(
2∆βM −Dhigh

)2
+ T̂ high − 2βM2Dhigh if αPB ∈ {−α2, α2)

The prime broker's global pro�t maximization problem is

max
Dhigh,T high,Dlow,T low

Pr
(
±αPB

2

)
· Π̂PB

global,±αPB
2

+ Pr
(
±αPB

1

)
· Π̂PB

global,±αPB
1

such that

Π̂E
α ≥ 0 if α ∈ {±α2,±α1} (IR)

Π̂E
α ≥ Π̂E

α,α̂ ∀α̂ 6= α (IC)

The solution is presented in the following lemma.

Lemma 6. There does not exist a global equilibrium with the monopolist dual prime broker inducing

a separating equilibrium in the credit market. The global pro�t is strictly decreasing in Dhigh and in

Dlow. An equilibrium exists only when assuming minimal loan sizes Dhigh ≥ 0 and Dlow ≥ 0. Now

the prime broker's problem has a well de�ned solution, which will be given by Dhigh = Dhigh and by

29This is equivalent to excluding any other trading broker and to setting APB = A.
30We maintain the assumption that the hedge fund' pre-loan capital is zero. This simpli�es the algebra and the

outside option is type independent.
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Dlow = Dlow. The transfers are

T high =
1

2βM2

{
Dhigh ·

(
2∆βM + 2βM2 −Dhigh

)
+ 2∆βMDlow

}

T low =
1

2βM2
Dlow ·

(
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
Only the high type enjoys informational rents.

Proof. See the Appendix.

This result deserves commenting. There is no lending, but only extraction of information. The

monopolist dual prime broker wants to o�er the smallest positive loans which still induce separating.

The global pro�t function is dominated by the trading pro�t rather than the lending one. This causes

the problem not to have a well de�ned solution. A solution emerges only after adding constraints

on the minimal size of loans.

We conclude this section with a comparison across two monopoly situations.

Lemma 7. In case of a separating equilibrium in the credit market, high type hedge funds strictly

prefer a monopolist dedicated prime broker to a monopolist dual prime broker.

Proof. Low type hedge funds have the same payo� in both cases, since all her trading pro�ts are

extracted by the prime brokers. High type hedge funds have di�erent payo�s, because their trading

orders change. When the prime broker is dedicated, the high type's order is optimal, whereas in the

second case, the order is suboptimal. The informational rents also di�er. High type hedge funds

prefer the �rst case, therefore the strict preference.

When the dual prime broker is a monopolist, the optimal pooling equilibrium strategy is well

de�ned only if we assume a minimal loan size Dpool. A transfer of

T pool =
1

2βM2
Dpool ·

(
1
2
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dpool

)

is needed to keep the low type participating. We compare the two monopolist pooling equilibria in

the following lemma.
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Lemma 8. In case of a pooling equilibrium in the credit market, high type hedge funds strictly prefer

a monopolist dedicated prime broker to a monopolist dual prime broker.

Proof. Low type hedge funds are indi�erent. High type hedge funds have the trading pro�ts dimin-

ished because the monopolist dual prime broker lowers the pooling credit size to Dpool.

3.2 The Ex-ante Maximal Surplus for Dual Prime Brokers Case

We de�ned Γdual as the maximal surplus that can be generated by a global equilibrium when hedge

funds are facing dual prime brokers. The results of lemma 6 allows us to compute an initial guess

Γdual. We focus on the case when both types are credited by assuming minimal loan sizes Dhigh ≥ 0

and Dlow ≥ 0.

The hedge funds pro�t function is

ΠE
α =


Dhigh

2βM2 ·
(
2∆βM −Dhigh

)
− T high + Dhigh, if α = ±α2

Dlow

2βM2 ·
(
∆βM −Dlow

)
− T low + Dlow, if α = ±α1

while the dual prime broker's pro�t function is

ΠPB
global,αPB =


1

2βM2

[
1
2

(
2∆βM −Dhigh

)2]
+ T high −Dhigh, if αPB = ±α2

1
2βM2

[
1
2

(
∆βM −Dlow

)2]
+ T low −Dlow, if αPB = ±α1

Summing the two pro�ts gives us

ΠE
α + ΠPBglobal, αPB =


1

4βM2

[
(2∆βM)2 − (Dhigh)2

]
, if αPB = ±α2

1
4βM2

[
(∆βM)2 − (Dlow)2

]
, if αPB = ±α1

We see that the relationship surplus is decreasing in the loan sizes Dhigh and Dlow. The surplus is

maximized when hedge funds do not trade. Therefore, setting Dhigh and Dhigh arbitrarily small,

we obtain that

ΠE
α + ΠPBglobal, αPB ≤ νβ∆2 + (1− ν)

β∆2

4

The maximal surplus for dual prime brokers is obtained with a monopolist prime broker. Recall

that for dedicated prime brokers, the maximal surplus is reached by perfect competition. Here
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the surplus is maximized when hedge funds refrain from trading but provides information to the

monopolist prime broker. The following lemma formalizes the intuition.

Lemma 9. In the case of dual prime brokers, the maximal relationship surplus is reached in the

case of monopoly.

Proof. We have to prove that the relationship surplus cannot be higher than

νβ∆2 + (1− ν)
β∆2

4

which is the surplus obtained under monopoly. This is reached when hedge fund refrains from trading

and transmits the received signal to the dual prime broker. Under any other competitive situations,

if two or more dual prime brokers infer the signal, the aggregate surplus will be diminished. This

means that

Γdual = νβ∆2 + (1− ν)
β∆2

4

We have now all the apparatus required for the main result of the paper.

Proposition 1. Ex-ante, hedge funds strictly prefer dual prime brokers to dedicated prime brokers

for all possible competitive situations except monopoly. Ex-ante and interim, hedge funds strictly

prefer a monopolist dedicated prime broker to a monopolist dual prime broker.

Proof. Let λ be in the interval (0, 1]. Since Γdual = 2 · Γdedicated, then λ · Γdual > λ · Γdedicated.

Therefore, hedge funds strictly prefer dual prime brokers. In case of monopoly, λ = 0 and there is

no need for an ex-ante payment to secure exclusivity for prime brokers. Lemmas 7 and 8 discuss

this case.

There is a range of competitive situations for which a fraction of the surplus obtained with a

monopolist dual prime broker dominates the whole maximal surplus obtainable when hedge funds

have full access to capital. Recall that in the �rst section of the paper, we de�ned the optimal

trades under full access to capital and dual-trading. The following lemma formalizes this result
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Lemma 10. There exist ex-ante competitive situations such that a fraction of the surplus obtained

with a monopolist dual prime broker λ · Γdual dominates the entire maximal surplus obtained with

dedicated prime brokers Γdedicated.

Proof. The proof is immediate. Recall that Γdual = 2 ·Γdedicated. Therefore, for λ ∈ (1
2 , 1], λ ·Γdual >

Γdedicated.

4 Competition between Di�erent Types of Prime Brokers

We allow dedicated and dual prime brokers to compete directly in the credit market. We analyze

two competitive situations. First, we allow hedge funds the liberty of contracting with only one

prime broker and we show that in the particular credit market equilibrium we conjecture, both

prime brokers are active. Second, we consider a dedicated prime broker competing with a dual one

in an intrinsic agency framework. Hedge funds are therefore forced to accept either both contracts

or none of them. In the Appendix we discuss the non-existence of direct mechanism equilibria in

the two competitive cases. We have to look for equilibria in indirect mechanisms. See the Appendix

for further details.

4.1 Delegated Agency Competition

We assume that the prime brokerage market consists of two prime brokers, one dedicated and one

dual. Here hedge funds could choose to contract with both, one or none of them. The hedge fund

does not use another trading broker if contracts with the dual prime broker. We assume that each

prime broker posts a non-linear schedule, such that

Ti (Di) =


ai

1 + Di, for Di ≤ D̃

ai
2 + Di, for D̃ < Di ≤

˜̃
D

ai
3 + Di, for Di >

˜̃
D

∀i ∈ {A,B}

Here we do not impose the symmetry of schedules and the two prime brokers can o�er di�erent

schedules. The fact that there is an equilibrium when both prime brokers are contracting with the

hedge fund is conjectured in the following lemma.
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Conjecture 1. There exists a global equilibrium which has a pure-strategy equilibrium of the indirect

communication delegated common agency game between a dedicated and dual prime broker. Each

prime broker o�ers a tari�

Ti (Di) =


ai

1 + Di, for Di ≤ D̃i

ai
2 + Di, for D̃ < Di ≤

˜̃
Di

ai
3 + Di, for Di >

˜̃
Di

∀i ∈ {A,B}

In this equilibrium, both prime brokers are active.

4.2 Intrinsic Agency Competition

We maintain the assumption that the prime brokerage market consists of two prime brokers, one

dedicated and one dual. For certain reasons31, hedge funds have to contract with both of them.

Hedge funds choose not to use another independent trading broker, since the dual prime broker dual-

trades and can do the trading. We assume that each prime broker posts a non-linear schedule,32

such that

Ti (Di) = ai + Di ∀i ∈ {A,B}

When both types are credited, the hedge fund will have exactly the same pro�t and orders as in

the case when two dedicated prime brokers were competing. This indicates that replacing one of

the competing dedicated prime brokers with a dual one does not a�ect the hedge fund. This is true

only when both types are credited. The replacement we suggest above places a stronger constraint

on the high type probability required to sustain an equilibrium with no exclusion of the low type.

The next lemma formalizes this intuition.

Lemma 11. There exists a global equilibrium which has a pure-strategy equilibrium of the indirect

communication implicit common agency game between a dedicated and dual prime broker in the

credit market. Each prime broker o�ers a two-part tari� Ti (Di) = Di + ai ∀i ∈ {A,B}.

Case 1. When ν is "small"33, there is an equilibrium in the credit market with both types being

31As mentioned in the appendix,not enough capital or bounded exposure requirements.
32We conjecture that there is no direct mechanism credit market equilibrium.

33The exact upper bound for ν is
β(∆

2 )2+4ΠP B
trading,±α1

2β∆2−β(∆
2 )2+4ΠP B

trading±α1

.
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credited and aA + aB = β
8 ∆2. Each type receives her optimal debt level Dhigh∗ = βM∆ and

Dlow∗ = βM ∆
2 . Only the high type enjoys positive pro�ts net of transfers.

Case 2. For any value of ν ∈ (0, 1), there is another credit market equilibrium in which only the high

type is credited and aA + aB = β
2 ∆2. The high type will trade at her optimal level Dhigh∗ = βM∆.

Proof. The proof follows exactly the same steps as the other proofs for the intrinsic common agency

equilibria in the Appendix. The only di�erence is that the dual prime broker, when contemplating a

deviation which will exclude the low type, takes into account her global pro�ts, not only the lending

ones. This immediately a�ects the upper bound of ν.

5 Extensions and Conclusions

We presented a model of competition for dedicated and dual prime brokers in the �nancial service

market for large hedge funds. Hedge funds have to be secretive about their asset strategies since

these strategies are their sole source of pro�t. Hedge funds need to implement their strategy through

trading brokers, which front-run and decrease hedge fund's pro�t. Hedge funds also interact with

prime brokers, which provide loans. We compared two institutionally di�erent situations. In the

�rst institutional case, all prime brokers are dedicated. In the second case, all prime brokers are

dual. Dual prime brokers serve as trading brokers for hedge funds, internalizing partially the

competition e�ect of front-running. We showed that both ex-ante and interim, hedge funds prefer a

monopolist dedicated prime broker to a monopolist dual prime broker. In a monopolistic situation,

a dedicated prime broker can more money from a pro�table hedge fund than a non pro�table one as

it extracts some of the hedge fund pro�ts by charging for credit services. A monopolist dual prime

broker internalizes the competition e�ect of front-running and the relationship generates a higher

surplus, which accumulates to the dual prime broker. We showed that the total surplus between

brokers and hedge funds is higher in the case of monopolist dual prime broker than in the case of

a dedicated prime broker that implied using a front-running trading broker. When we assumed ex-

ante competition among prime brokers, which is equivalent to assuming long term prime brokerage

relations. Hedge funds prefer dual prime brokers to dedicated prime brokers. We then allowed for

interim direct competition between the two types of prime brokers. If we assumed that hedge funds

have to interact with the two types of prime brokers, we proved the existence of an equilibrium.
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When we relaxed this assumption, we conjectured an equilibrium in which hedge funds work with

both types of prime brokers. We conclude that hedge funds need not worry about the e�ectiveness

of the "Chinese wall" for investment banks if they can have long term relationships with investment

banks.

An interesting extension of the current framework is to allow hedge funds to trade in multiple asset

markets. This is the type of situation hedge funds encounter in practice.

Another extension is to allow dual prime brokers to be risk averse. Correlations between the prime

broker initial position in the asset marker and the signal received by the hedge fund will cause a

"clientele" e�ect, as pointed out in a similar framework by Ko (2004). Non dedicated prime brokers

with di�erent initial positions in the asset markets value di�erently the trading information. Hedge

fund can be better o� by wisely choosing among competing prime brokers.

To conclude, we provided a simple and tractable framework in which we address the informational

interaction between prime brokers and hedge funds. On one hand, we showed that a competitive

market for prime brokerage services is enough to make hedge funds interact with dual prime brokers.

On the other hand, a more concentrated market will make the hedge fund prefer to disentangle the

prime brokerage from trading brokerage. We contribute to the recent literature by suggesting that

hedge funds can bene�t from any leakage of information in their prime brokers.
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A Appendix - Oligopoly Discussion

A.1 Oligopoly in the Dedicated Prime Brokerage Market

We address the situation when hedge funds have access to multiple dedicated prime brokers. We

assume that there are two competing prime brokers and that in equilibrium, hedge funds have

lending relationships with both of them. We assume competition and no communication between

the dedicated prime brokers involved in �nancing the hedge fund. We also require that hedge funds

can either accept or reject both o�ers, that is hedge funds cannot contract with only one prime

broker.34 One reason to require this is that each prime broker has limited capital.35 Another reason

is that regulation might limit how much prime brokers can lend to one hedge fund. Therefore

the hedge fund has to contract with both of them. We acknowledge the restrictive nature of this

assumption and will relax it later in this section.

We are interested in symmetric and separating equilibria and we denote both menus of contracts

o�ered by prime broker A and B by
{(

Dhigh
A/B, T high

A/B

)
,
(
Dlow

A/B, T low
A/B

)}
. In equilibrium the high

type hedge fund has an aggregate loan of Dhigh
A + Dhigh

B and the low type hedge fund Dlow
A + Dlow

B .

Competition makes the requirements for separating equilibria more stringent. High type hedge

funds can contemplate deviating by claiming to be low type in front of both prime brokers, A and

B. This would be the equivalent of the usual incentive compatibility constraint in a monopolist

situation. Now hedge funds can claim to be low type when dealing with prime broker B while

34This corresponds to a "syndicated" loan situation.
35I thank Prof. Alessandro Pavan for suggesting this interpretation.
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telling the truth to prime broker A. Therefore, additional incentive compatibility constraints will

restrict the identical contracts o�ered by the two prime brokers.

We have to specify the equilibrium on the asset market occurring when the hedge fund deviates.

This is equivalent to specifying the o�-equilibrium path beliefs for the trading broker. Assume that

the trading broker observes a "buy" order θE
α = Dhigh+Dlow

M . We can assume that the trading broker

infers a low type as long as the observed order di�er from θE = 2Dhigh

M . Alternatively, we can assume

that the trading broker thinks the hedge fund to be of type α1 with probability 1 − ν and of type

α2 with probability ν. Therefore, after observing an order of θE = Dlow+Dhigh

M , the trading broker's

beliefs about the value of the asset becomes EB
[
v|θE

]
= E [v] + (1 + ν)∆.

A.1.1 Non-Existence of Direct Equilibria

Recall that in the case of the monopolist prime broker in the credit market, we implicitly analyzed

only direct mechanisms.36 To start our analysis and to provide the foundations for the latter

discussion, we present a non existence result. This points us in the direction of enlarging the

set of mechanisms in order to describe a reasonable set of equilibria for this case. We assumed

implicitly that the message space between the hedge fund and the creditor prime broker was at most

M = {{−α2, α2} , {−α1, α1, }}. Restricting the message space in this manner37 is not su�cient to

�nd an equilibrium. This is the point of the following lemma.

Lemma 12. When dedicated prime brokers are competing in the credit market, there does not exist

a pure-strategy equilibrium in the direct communication, intrinsic common agency game.

Proof. See the Appendix, where we only prove non-existence for separating pure-strategy equilib-

rium.

A.1.2 Alternative, non-Direct Equilibria with Implicit Agency

The fact that there are no direct mechanism equilibria implies that we have to allow for non-

direct mechanisms.38 We follow the work of Martimort and Stole (2002). They established the

methodological steps required to �nd a subset of the set of equilibria. We employ their approach,

36The Revelation Principle holds there.
37Which is equivalent to looking only at direct communication.
38 We are not interested in generating the whole set of equilibria.
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and we allow prime brokers to compete through nonlinear pricing functions
{
TA/B

(
DA/B

)}
de�ned

over the whole real line. Allowing for this type of indirect mechanism guarantees existence of an

equilibrium, as pointed out below. To get some intuition we assume that prime broker A posts

a schedule as the one above and we present prime broker B's problem. Prime broker B chooses

pairs
{(

Dhigh
B , T high

B

)
,
(
Dlow

B , T low
B

)}
to maximize her lending pro�t. Since the hedge fund has to

accept/reject both o�ers, the participation constraints for prime broker B's problem will be type

independent.

Lemma 13. There exists a global equilibrium such that, in the credit market, a pure-strategy equi-

librium of the indirect communication implicit common agency game emerges. Each prime broker

o�ers a two-part tari� Ti (Di) = Di + ai ∀i ∈ {A,B}.

Case 1. When ν is "small"39, there is an equilibrium with both types being credited and aA + aB =

β
8 ∆2. Each type receives her optimal debt level Dhigh∗ = βM∆ and Dlow∗ = βM ∆

2 . Only the high

type enjoys positive pro�ts net of transfers.

Case 2. For any value of ν ∈ (0, 1), there is another equilibrium in which only the high type is

credited and aA + aB = β
2 ∆2. Only the high type trades at the optimal level Dhigh∗ = βM∆.

Proof. See part 2 of the Appendix.

Di�erent types of hedge funds can choose whether to pool or to separate once the two-part tari�

is o�ered. As the previous discussion showed, they choose to pool, for several reasons. First, the low

type wants to signal her true type to the trading broker, such that she will get a "softer" competitor

in the asset market. Second, the high type hedge fund has a higher marginal pro�t for each unit of

credit and although she prefers not to signal her true type to the trading broker, she is better o�

separating.

We addressed the case with only two competing prime brokers. This corresponds to an intrinsic

common agency duopoly. We analyze below the case with arbitrary N competing dedicated prime

brokers.

We look only at best responses functions for each prime broker, allowing us to focus on Nash

equilibria of the game. Fixing the other N −1 prime brokers' strategies, we can solve the N th prime

broker problem for the symmetric equilibrium case. The following lemma formalizes the intuition.

39The exact upper bound for ν is
(∆

2 )2

2∆2−(∆
2 )2

= 1
7
.
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Lemma 14. There exists a global equilibrium such that, in the credit market, a pure-strategy equilib-

rium of the indirect communication intrinsic common agency game emerges. Each of the N prime

brokers o�ers a two-part tari� Ti (Di) = Di + ai ∀i = 1..N .

Case 1. For "small"40 values of ν there is an equilibrium with all types being credited and∑N
i=1 ai = β

8 ∆2. Each type receives her optimal debt level Dhigh∗ = βM∆ and Dlow∗ = βM ∆
2 .

Only the high types enjoy positive pro�ts net of transfers.

Case 2. For any value of ν ∈ (0, 1), there is another equilibrium in which only the high type is

credited and
∑N

i=1 ai = β
2 ∆2. Only the high type trade and her trade is optimal Dhigh∗ = βM∆.

Proof. See part 2 of the Appendix.

A.1.3 Alternative, non-Direct Equilibria with Delegated Agency

This subsection relaxes the assumption that hedge funds have to contract with both dedicated

prime brokers. We still assume competition between the dedicated prime brokers. The hedge fund

can potentially contract with only one prime broker and this complicates the problem. We allow

the dedicated prime brokers to compete through schedules, but the two-part tari�s assumed in the

previous section are not enough to guarantee an equilibrium. We assume that each prime broker

posts a non-linear schedule, such that

Ti (Di) =


ai

1 + Di, for Di ≤ D̃

ai
2 + Di, for D̃ < Di ≤

˜̃
D

ai
3 + Di, for Di >

˜̃
D

∀i ∈ {A,B}

We present prime broker B's problem, if we assume that prime broker A posts a schedule as the

one above. This helps building the intuition for the existence result below. Prime broker B chooses

pairs
{(

Dhigh
B , T high

B

)
,
(
Dlow

B , T low
B

)}
to maximize her lending pro�t. The participation constraints

for prime broker B's problem are type dependent, since the hedge fund is no longer forced to accept

both o�ers. To see this, assume that the hedge fund refuses the prime broker B's o�er. High types

40The exact upper bound for ν is
(∆

2 )2

N∆2−(N−1)(∆
2 )2

= 1
3N+1

.
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hedge funds can still reach a pro�t equal to

UA
±α2

= max
DA≥0

ΠE
±α2

(DA)− TA (DA)

Accepting only the schedule of prime broker A gives low types a pro�t equal to

UA
±α1

= max
DA≥0

ΠE
±α1

(DA)− TA (DA)

Now let us de�ne the high types pro�t when contracting with both prime brokers as

U±α2 = max
DA,DB

ΠE
±α2

(DA + DB)− TA (DA)− TB

The low types pro�t when contracting with both prime brokers is

U±α1 = max
DA,DB

ΠE
±α1

(DA + DB)− TA (DA)− TB

If there is no exclusion of types in equilibrium, the participation constraints are

U±α2 ≥ UA
±α2

U±α1 ≥ UA
±α1

These two constraints are type dependent, making the analysis more intricate.

Conjecture 2. There exists a global equilibrium such that, in the credit market, a pure-strategy

symmetric equilibrium of the indirect communication delegated common agency game emerges. Each

dedicated prime broker o�ers a non-linear schedule

Ti (Di) =


ai

1 + Di, for Di ≤ D̃

ai
2 + Di, for D̃ < Di ≤

˜̃
D

ai
3 + Di, for Di >

˜̃
D

∀i ∈ {A,B}

The equilibrium has D̃ = Dlow∗

2 and
˜̃
D = Dhigh∗

2 .
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A.2 Oligopoly in the Dual Prime Brokers Market

Here imperfectly competing dual prime brokers function as creditors and trading brokers for the

hedge fund. Initially, we allowing only two prime brokers, A and B to compete imperfectly. We de-

note the menus of contracts o�ered by prime brokers A and B by
{

Dhigh
A/B, T high

A/B

}
and

{
Dlow

A/B, T low
A/B

}
.

A.2.1 Non-Direct Equilibria with Intrinsic Common Agency

We start with a "syndicated" situation which parallels the previous oligopoly discussion. Two dual

prime brokers compete in their schedules, knowing that hedge funds are required to either accept

or reject both o�ers. We assume that both prime brokers can perfectly infer hedge funds' type no

matter how hedge funds decide to split their trades. The case of two prime brokers competing in

contracts resembles the previous oligopoly discussion. The following lemma indicates that we have

to look again at indirect mechanisms.

Lemma 15. When dual prime brokers are competing in the credit market, there does not exist a

pure-strategy equilibrium in the direct communication, intrinsic common agency game.

Proof. See part 2 of the Appendix.

Recall that in the intrinsic common agency framework, we require that the hedge fund can

either accept or reject both o�ers. This means that hedge funds cannot contract with only one

prime broker. We allow the prime brokers A and B to compete through linear pricing functions{
TA/B

(
DA/B

)}
de�ned over the whole real line. After �nding the equilibrium in the asset market,

we �nd the hedge fund's pro�t to be ΠE
±α2

= β
3 ∆2 and ΠE

±α1
= β

3

(
∆
2

)2
. The prime brokers' trading

pro�t is ΠPB
trading,±α2

= β
(

∆
3

)2
and ΠPB

trading,±α1
= β

(
∆
6

)2
Lemma 16. There exists a global equilibrium which has a pure-strategy symmetric equilibrium of

the indirect communication intrinsic common agency game in the credit market. Each prime broker

o�ers a two-part tari� Ti (Di) = Di + ai ∀i ∈ {A,B}.

Case 1. When ν ≤ ν41, both types are credited and the equilibrium debt levels are given by Dhigh =

βM∆ = Dhigh∗ and Dlow = βM ∆
2 = Dlow∗ with aA + aB = β

3

(
∆
2

)2
. Each prime broker has an

41The exact value of ν is
ΠE
±α2

2ΠE
±α2

−ΠE
±α1

+2ΠP B
trading,±α1

.
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order of θPB
αPB =

 sign
(
αPB

)
β ∆

3 , if D = Dhigh

sign
(
αPB

)
β ∆

6 , if D = Dlow
. Only the high type enjoys positive pro�t net of

transfers.

Case 2. When ν ≥ ν42, there is another equilibrium where only the high type is credited and the

equilibrium debt level is Dhigh = βM∆ = Dhigh∗. The participation fees are aA + aB = β
3 ∆2. Each

prime broker trades a quantity θPB
αPB = sign(αPB)β ∆

3 , whenever the hedge fund trades. There are

no positive pro�ts net of transfers.

Proof. See part 2 of the Appendix.

If we allow for more than two dual prime brokers, the indirect mechanism equilibria speci-

�es di�erent participation fees and trading orders. The intrinsic common agency framework with

sharing of trading information among prime brokers makes high type hedge funds worse o� when

competition is increasing. More competing prime brokers cause the hedge funds pro�ts to decrease

ceteris paribus. This result is independent of the hedge fund's type and is "fallacy of commons"

for the value of information disseminated among multiple prime brokers. As a function of the

number of competing dual prime brokers N , the hedge fund's pro�t is ΠE
±α2

(N) = β
N+1∆2 and

ΠE
±α1

(N) = β
N+1

(
∆
2

)2
. The prime brokers trading pro�t is ΠPB

trading,±αPB
2

(N) = β
(

∆
N+1

)2
and

ΠPB
trading,±αPB

1
(N) = β

(
∆

2(N+1)

)2
. We have the apparatus required to formalize the above intuition.

Lemma 17. For all N there exists a global equilibrium that has a pure-strategy symmetric equi-

librium of the indirect communication intrinsic common agency game in the credit market. Each

prime broker o�ers a two-part tari� Ti (Di) = Di + ai ∀i = 1..N .

Case 1. When ν ≤ ν(N)43, the equilibrium debt levels are given by Dhigh = βM · ∆ = Dhigh∗

and Dlow = βM ∆
2 = Dlow∗ with

∑i=1
N ai = β

N+1

(
∆
2

)2
. Each prime broker has an order of

θPB
αPB =

 sign
(
αPB

)
β ∆

N+1 , if D = Dhigh

sign
(
αPB

)
β ∆

2(N+1) , if D = Dlow
. Only the high type enjoys positive pro�ts net of

transfers.

42The exact value of ν is
2ΠE
±α1

−ΠE
±α2

+2ΠP B
trading,±α1

ΠE
±α2

+2ΠP B
trading,±α1

.

43The exact value of ν(N) can be found to equal
ΠE
±α1

NΠE
±α2

−(N−1)ΠE
±α1

+NΠP B
trading,±α1

and note that we depressed the

dependence on N of all the functions involved for clarity.
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Case 2. When ν ≥ ν(N)44, the equilibrium debt level is Dhigh = βM∆ = Dhigh∗. Only the high

type has access to funds and
∑i=1

N ai = β
N+1∆2. Each prime broker has an order of

θPB
αPB = sign

(
αPB

)
β

∆
N + 1

, whenever the hedge fund trades.

There are no positive pro�t net of transfers for the high type hedge fund.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof for the duopoly case with dual prime brokers and is omitted.

The lemma shows that the indirect mechanism equilibria we described here and in the previous

oligopoly section do not converge to a perfectly competitive equilibrium. We claim that the con-

vergence can be re-established if the described equilibria are "outside options". Hedge fund when

negotiating with prime broker N , for example. If hedge funds use the equilibria as a credible treat,

the prime broker posts a pricing function that o�ers the same pro�t aN + ΠPB
trading,±α as under the

collective posting game.

A.2.2 Non-Direct Equilibria with Delegated Common Agency

So far, we assumed a syndicate of dual prime brokers with sharing of trading information. We

now assume that prime brokers are well capitalized and the hedge fund can with only one prime

broker. We allow the dual prime brokers A and B to compete through non linear pricing functions{
TA/B

(
DA/B

)}
de�ned over the whole real line. We suggest a schedule

Ti (Di) =


ai

1 + Di, for Di ≤ D̃

ai
2 + Di, for D̃ < Di ≤

˜̃
D

ai
3 + Di, for Di >

˜̃
D

∀i ∈ {A,B}

We conjecture the existence of an equilibrium between dual prime brokers in the credit market.

Conjecture 3. There exists a global equilibrium that has a pure-strategy symmetric equilibrium of

the indirect communication delegated common agency game in the credit market. Each dual prime

44The exact value of ν(N) is
NΠE

±α1
−(N−1)ΠE

±α2
+NΠP B

trading,±α1
ΠE
±α2

+NΠP B
trading,±α1

and note that again we depressed the dependence

on N.
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broker o�ers a non-linear tari�

Ti (Di) =


ai

1 + Di, for Di ≤ D̃′

ai
2 + Di, for D̃′ < Di ≤

˜̃
D′

ai
3 + Di, for Di >

˜̃
D′

∀i ∈ {A,B}

The equilibrium has D̃′ = βM ∆
4 = Dlow∗

2 and
˜̃
D′ = βM ∆

2 = Dhigh∗

2 .

B Appendix - Proofs of the Lemmas

B.1 Proof of Lemma 1

We present the proof for the case when the hedge fund receives a "good" signal, that is α is positive.

Assume that the hedge fund of type α wants to place a total order θE
α and can choose how many

trading brokers to work with. Let the number of trading brokers be equal to N ∈ {1, 2, ..}. In a

separating equilibrium, each broker i ∈ {1, 2, ..N} will correctly infer the total number of brokers

N and the global order θE
α . This makes AB

i = A. Therefore, broker i will maximize the following

objective function:

max
θB
i

θB
i ·

(
EB

i [v]− E[v]−
θE
α +

∑N
1 θB

j

β

)

with the symmetric solution

θB
i =

β

N + 1
·
(
EB[v]− E[v]

)
− 1

N + 1
θE
α

The hedge fund pro�t is

1
N + 1

θE
α ·
(

E[v|α]− E[v]− θE
α

β

)
For any θE

α the pro�t is strictly decreasing in N and the result remains true for all other hedge

fund's types.

B.2 Proof of Lemma 2

Assume that there are two equilibrium levels of trading per broker S1 and S2 such that S1 < S2.

This means that N1
low > N2

low and N1
high > N2

high. For each type, the trading pro�t for the hedge
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fund is strictly decreasing in the number of brokers. Both types prefer the equilibrium with the

highest S. But S is maximal when S = Dlow

M . This implies that any pooling trading equilibrium has

the low type trade with exactly one trading broker. The high type, when Dhigh is not a multiple of

Dlow, splits the order such that N∗
high =

[
Dhigh

Dlow

]
+1. Whereas all the �rst N∗

high− 1 brokers cannot

infer the hedge fund's type, the last one observes an order less than Dlow

M . This last broker infers

that the hedge fund is a high type. In a pooling trading equilibrium the high type trades against

a perfectly informed broker and N∗
high − 1 partially informed brokers which leads to an obviously

worse outcome than the separating equilibrium. The low type prefers the separating equilibrium,

since the �rst N − 1 brokers pool her with the high type and dual-trade more aggressively.

B.3 Proof of Lemma 3

For the dedicated prime broker's problem, there are multiple IC and IR constraints. Due to the

symmetry of the framework, we claim that is su�cient to restrict attention to constraints IRα1 ,

IRα2 , ICα1 and ICα2 . A separating equilibrium in the credit market makes APB = {(±α2) , (±α1)}.

We can rewrite the constraints as

Dhigh ·
(
2∆βM + 2βM2 −Dhigh

)
− T̂ high ≥ Dlow ·

(
3∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
− T̂ low (ICα2)

Dlow ·
(
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
− T̂ low ≥ −Dhigh2 − T̂ high + 2βM2Dhigh (ICα1)

Dhigh ·
(
2∆βM + 2βM2 −Dhigh

)
− T̂ high ≥ 0 (IRα2)

Dlow ·
(
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
− T̂ low ≥ 0 (IRα1)

If constraint (IRα1) is met, then constraint (ICα1) is immediately met, because the RHS of (ICα1)

is negative. Since (IRα2) and (ICα1) imply

Dhigh ·
(
2∆βM + 2βM2 −Dhigh

)
− T̂ high ≥ Dlow ·

(
3∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
− T̂ low

> Dlow ·
(
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
− T̂ low ≥ 0
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then

Dhigh ·
(
2∆βM + 2βM2 −Dhigh

)
− T̂ high ≥ 0

which is exactly (IRα2). We claim that at the optimum, the constraints (IRα1) and (ICα2) must

be binding. The argument is a standard one. If T̂ low is such that (IRα1) does not bind, then

the prime broker can increase T̂ low. Her pro�t increases weakly while the constraint (ICα2) is

relaxed.45 Therefore, (IRα1) binds and if (ICα2) does not bind, the prime broker can increase T̂ high

and therefore her pro�t without interfering with the other constraint (IRα1). For any positive pair

of credit amounts, Dhigh and Dlow both constraints are binding. From (IRα1) we can determine

the level of the �rst transfer:

T̂ low = Dlow ·
(
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)

From (ICα2) we can express the level of the second transfer:

T̂ high = Dhigh ·
(
2∆βM + 2βM2 −Dhigh

)
−Dlow ·

(
3∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
+ T̂ low

The prime broker chooses positive Dhigh and Dlow to maximize her pro�t:

ν

2βM2
·
[
Dhigh ·

(
2∆βM + 2βM2 −Dhigh

)
− 2∆βMDlow

]

+
1− ν

2βM2
Dlow ·

(
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
− νDhigh − (1− ν)Dlow

First order conditions give us the optimal loan sizes Dhigh and Dlow. Imposing a positive loan size

for the low type gives us ν ≤ 1
3 . The prime broker sets Dlow = 0, whenever ν > 1

3 . The prime

broker's pro�t from allowing the low type to have access to credit does not cover the cost incurred

by having to lower the transfer from the high type in order to maintain her truth telling incentives.

When considering crediting only the high type entrepreneur, the prime broker's problem is simpler,

since the incentive compatibility constraints are changed. The transfer charged to the high type is

T high =
β

2
∆2

45It makes the high type less willing to pretend to be the low type.
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Since the prime broker extends credit only to the high type, the incentive compatible constraint for

the high type becomes equivalent to the individual rationality constraint for the high type. Here,

the prime broker extracts all the surplus from the relationship.

The proof for the pooling case is simpler. When considering a pooling equilibrium, the prime broker

has the advantage that can extend credit to both types without separating them. The only question

is that of participation. The participation constraint binds sooner for the low type, as proved by

the strict inequality

Dpool ·
(

3
2
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dpool

)
− T̂ pool > Dpool ·

(
1
2
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dpool

)
− T̂ pool ,∀Dpool ≥ 0

The prime broker's pro�t is maximized when the low type hedge fund is allowed to optimally trade

against the broker with mixed beliefs. This occurs when Dpool = βM ∆
2 (1− ν).

B.4 Proof of Lemma 6

In the credit market, the monopolist prime broker o�ers a menu that keeps the hedge fund's in-

centives in place. We can prove that it is enough to restrict our attention to (IChigh) and (IRlow).

These two binding constraints can be used in the prime broker's objective function. From (IRlow)

we determine the level of the �rst transfer:

T̂ low = Dlow ·
(
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)

From (IChigh) we express the level of the second transfer:

T̂ high = Dhigh ·
(
2∆βM + 2βM2 −Dhigh

)
−Dlow · 2∆βM

The fact that the prime broker trades after inferring the hedge fund's type changes the objective

function as compared to the previous monopolist situation. The prime broker chooses positive Dhigh

and Dlow to maximize the sum of the lending and trading pro�t:

ν

2βM2
·
[
Dhigh ·

(
2∆βM + 2βM2 −Dhigh

)
− 2∆βMDlow

]
+

1− ν

2βM2
Dlow ·

(
∆βM + 2βM2 −Dlow

)
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+ν · β ·
(

∆− Dhigh

2βM

)2

+ (1− ν) · β ·
(

∆
2
− Dlow

2βM

)2

− νDhigh − (1− ν)Dlow

To prove that there are no positive Dlow and Dhigh solving the problem, it is enough see that

∂ΠPB
global

∂Dlow < 0 ∀Dlow ≥ 0 and
∂ΠPB

global

∂Dhigh < 0 ∀Dhigh > 0. For any loan size Dhigh = ε > 0, the

monopolist bank can increase her pro�t by reducing the loan size, for example to Dhigh′ = ε
2 > 0.

B.5 Proof of Lemma 12

We only prove here that a separating and monotonic equilibrium does not exist. First, we introduce

some notation. We denote the hedge fund's type by γ = ∆
2 when α ∈ {α1,−α1} and by γ = ∆

when α ∈ {α2,−α2}. We denote the trading pro�t before paying the transfers to the prime brokers

by ΠE
Total (DA, DB, γ) and with ΠE

Ind (DA, γ) the following maximum

max
γ′∈{γ,γ}

ΠE
Total

(
DA, DB(γ′), γ

)
− TB(γ′)

where γ′ is the type reported by the hedge fund to prime broker B. This is the indirect pro�t that

the hedge fund can obtain once that she sent the optimal message to prime broker B, as a function

of the true type and the loan from prime broker A. Now we can de�ne the prime broker's A problem,

which solves

maxn�
Dhigh

A ,T high
A

�
,(Dlow

A ,T low
A )

o ν
(
T high

A −Dhigh
A

)
+ (1− ν)

(
T low

A −Dlow
A

)
such that

ΠE
Ind

(
Dhigh

A , γ
)
− T high

A ≥ ΠE
Ind

(
Dlow

A , γ
)
− T low

A (IChigh)

ΠE
Ind

(
Dlow

A , γ
)
− T low

A ≥ ΠE
Ind

(
Dhigh

A , γ
)
− T high

A (IClow)

ΠE
Ind

(
Dhigh

A , γ
)
− T high

A ≥ 0 (IRhigh)

ΠE
Ind

(
Dlow

A , γ
)
− T low

A ≥ 0 (IRlow)

A fully separating and monotonic equilibrium implies that

ΠE
Ind

(
Dhigh

A , γ
)

= ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T high

B
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The monotonicity of the equilibrium gives Dhigh
A > Dlow

A and that

ΠE
Ind

(
Dlow

A , γ
)

= ΠE
Total

(
Dlow

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T high

B

From the optimality of prime broker's A o�er, (IChigh) is binding and this implies

ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T high

A = ΠE
Total

(
Dlow

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T low

A

Replacing T high
A from the last equality into the prime broker's A objective function give us the

optimal level of Dhigh
A which we denote by Dhigh0

A . The optimal level Dhigh0
A satis�es the �rst order

condition Dhigh0
A = ∆βM −Dhigh

B and is of course consistent with the equilibrium requirement that

the high type hedge fund always receives
{

Dhigh
A , Dhigh

B

}
. By symmetry, since the prime broker's

B has also to be optimal, we get that

ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh0

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T high

B = ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh0

A , Dlow
B , γ

)
− T low

B

For any deviation of prime broker A, Dhigh′

A , such that Dhigh′

A > Dhigh
A makes

ΠE
Ind

(
Dhigh′

A , γ
)

= ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh′

A , Dlow
B , γ

)
− T low

B

Let us contemplate such a deviation from prime broker A, while keeping the same allocation(
Dlow

A , T low
A

)
. The optimality implies that (IChigh) is still binding and this yields

ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh′

A , Dlow
B , γ

)
− T high′

A − T low
B = ΠE

Total

(
Dlow

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T low

A − T high′

B

If we use the above equality to optimize the prime broker's objective function with respect to Dhigh
A ,

a contradiction is obtained. The objective function for prime broker A is continuous in Dhigh
A and

di�erentiable to the right of Dhigh0
A . Since the derivative is proportional to ∆βM −Dhigh

B −Dhigh
A ,

then when prime broker B o�ers a separating contract, it becomes positive for Dhigh0
A . Therefore,

prime broker's A can increase her pro�t by slightly increasing Dhigh
A . This means that Dhigh0

A is not

a global optimum for prime broker's A pro�t, which is a contradiction. This also contradicts the
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fact that in equilibrium, the high type hedge fund receives a larger loan from each prime broker.

B.6 Proof of Lemma 13

We proceed in a number of steps. First, we compute the prime brokers pro�ts when both types

are �nanced. Second, we compute the pro�ts when only the high type is credited. Third, to see

whether the equilibria are well-de�ned, we look at the incentives to deviate.

Step 1. We assume that prime broker B o�ers a non-linear schedule such that TB(DB) = aB +DB.

The indirect pro�t function vis-a-vis prime broker's A becomes

ΠE
Ind (DA, γ) = max

DB

ΠE
Total (DA, DB, γ)− aB −DB

After substituting the solution, the resulting indirect pro�t is

ΠE
Ind (DA, γ) = −aB + DA +

β

2
γ2

Satisfying (IChigh) and (IClow) imposes that TA
low−DA

low = TA
high−DA

high, which makes prime broker

A indi�erent between all pairs
(
TA

low, DA
low

)
and

(
TA

high, DA
high

)
, as she obtains the same pro�t. We

can denote the constant pro�t of prime broker's A by aA. The last step is to determine the size of

aA. Since (IRhigh) is implied by (IRlow), we only have to worry about this last constraint. This

directly implies that aA + aB = β
8 ∆2.

Step 2. Assume that the two prime brokers coordinate to allow access only to the high type hedge

fund. Assume that prime broker B o�ers a non-linear schedule such that T ′
B(DB) = a′B + DB.

Since prime broker A contemplates posting a schedule allowing trading only for the high type, she

will choose a transfer T ′
A that will extract all the surplus. We can obviously write TA = a′A + DA.

Computing the trading pro�t for the high type results in a′A+a′B = β
2 ∆2. This case is much simpler,

since only the high type will be served. We choose this approach to preserve the symmetry of the

framework vis-a-vis the other case.

Step 3. If prime broker B o�ered a schedule with aB = β
16∆2, prime broker A can choose to post

a schedule with anotdeviate
A = β

16∆2 or one with adeviate
A = β

2 ∆2 − β
16∆2 which allows only the high

type to participate. Comparing prime broker A's expected pro�ts in the two cases is equivalent to
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comparing ν cdotadeviate
A to anotdeviate

A . This gives us the upper bound for ν. To prove the second

case, assume that prime broker B posted a schedule T ′
B(DB) = a′B + DB where a′B = β

4 ∆2. The

same argument makes prime broker A deciding about the level of aA. She can choose aA such that

the low type participates or not. We claim that the fee aA charged when the low type participates

is less than zero and therefore this is not an equilibrium. To see that, recall that the trading pro�t

for the low type is β
8 ∆2 and therefore aA can be at most β

8 ∆2 − a′B < 0.

B.7 Proof of Lemma 14

Assume that the initial N − 1 prime brokers chose their schedules and now we analyze the N th

prime broker's problem. We use the same three steps as before.

Step 1. Assume that the initial N − 1 prime brokers o�er non-linear schedules such that Ti(Di) =

ai + Di ∀i = 1..N − 1. The indirect pro�t function vis-a-vis prime broker N becomes

ΠE
Ind (DN , γ) = max

Di,∀i=1..N−1
ΠE

Total

(
DN ,

N−1∑
i=1

Di, γ

)
−

N−1∑
i=1

ai −
N−1∑
i=1

Di

After substituting the solution, the resulting indirect pro�t is

ΠE
Ind (DN , γ) = −

N−1∑
i=1

ai + DN +
β

2
γ2

Satisfying (IChigh) and (IClow) imposes that TN
low − DN

low = TN
high − DN

high, which makes prime

broker N indi�erent between all pairs
(
TN

low, DN
low

)
and

(
TN

high, DN
high

)
. We denote the constant

pro�t of prime broker's N by aN . The last step is to determine the size of aN . Since (IRhigh) is

implied by (IRlow), we only have to worry about this last constraint. This directly implies that∑N
i=1 ai = β

8 ∆2.

Step 2. Assume that the initial N − 1 prime brokers o�er non-linear schedules such that T ′
i (Di) =

a′i + Di ∀i = 1..N − 1. Since prime broker N contemplates posting a schedule allowing trading only

for the high type, she will choose a transfer T ′
N that will extract all the high type's surplus. We can

write T ′
N = a′N+DN . Computing the trading pro�t for the high type results in a′N+

∑N−1
i=1 a′i = β

2 ∆2.

Step 3. If the �rst N − 1 prime brokers o�ered schedules with ai = β
2N

(
∆
2

)2
, prime broker N can

choose a schedule with anotdeviate
N = β

2N

(
∆
2

)2
or one with adeviate

N = β
2 ∆2− (N−1)β

2N

(
∆
2

)2
. This latter
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schedule allows only the high type to participate. Comparing prime broker A's pro�t in the two

cases is equivalent to comparing ν · adeviate
A to anotdeviate

A . The upper bound for ν is therefore found.

B.8 Proof of Lemma 15

We restrict attention to the non-existence of a separating and monotonic equilibrium. The hedge

fund's type is γ = ∆
2 when α ∈ {α1,−α1} and γ = ∆ when α ∈ {α2,−α2}. Recall that the trading

pro�t before transfers is ΠE
Total (DA, DB, γ) and that ΠE

Ind (DA, γ) is

max
γ′∈{γ,γ}

ΠE
Total

(
DA, DB(γ′), γ

)
− TB(γ′)

where γ′ is the type reported by the hedge fund to prime broker B. This is the indirect pro�t that

the hedge fund can obtain once she sent the optimal message to prime broker B, as a function of

the type and the loan from prime broker A. We de�ne the prime broker's A objective function,

assuming that the prime broker's trading quantities θPB
A and θ

PB
A are �xed46

ν
(
T high

A −Dhigh
A

)
+ (1− ν)

(
T low

A −Dlow
A

)

+νθPB
A ·

(
2∆−

Dhigh
A + Dhigh

B

βM
−

θPB
A + θPB

B

β

)

+(1− ν)θPB
A ·

(
∆−

Dlow
A + Dlow

B

βM
−

θ
PB
A + θ

PB
B

β

)

which is equivalent to the following pro�t function

ν

[
T high

A −Dhigh
A ·

(
1 +

θPB
A

βM

)]
+ (1− ν)

[
T low

A −Dlow
A ·

(
1 +

θ
PB
A

βM

)]
46We assume that the trading quantities are determined separately in the asset market equilibrium. Determining

the prime brokers' trading quantities in the current equilibrium makes the algebra less transparent, while only making
the argument even stronger. Now the incentives of prime broker A to make the hedge fund lie to prime broker B are
even stronger, because of the extra trading pro�ts.
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The prime broker A's problem is to maximize the objective function such that

ΠE
Ind

(
Dhigh

A , γ
)
− T high

A ≥ ΠE
Ind

(
Dlow

A , γ
)
− T low

A (IChigh)

ΠE
Ind

(
Dlow

A , γ
)
− T low

A ≥ ΠE
Ind

(
Dhigh

A , γ
)
− T high

A (IClow)

ΠE
Ind

(
Dhigh

A , γ
)
− T high

A ≥ 0 (IRhigh)

ΠE
Ind

(
Dlow

A , γ
)
− T low

A ≥ 0 (IRlow)

A fully separating and monotonic equilibrium implies that

ΠE
Ind

(
Dhigh

A , γ
)

= ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T high

B

The monotonicity of the equilibrium implies that Dhigh
A > Dlow

A and that

ΠE
Ind

(
Dlow

A , γ
)

= ΠE
Total

(
Dlow

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T high

B

From the optimality of prime broker A's o�er, (IChigh) is binding and this implies

ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T high

A = ΠE
Total

(
Dlow

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T low

A

Replacing T high
A from the last equality into the prime broker A's objective function and choosing

the optimal level of Dhigh
A which we denote by Dhigh0

A . The optimal level Dhigh0
A satis�es the �rst

order condition Dhigh0
A = ∆βM − Dhigh

B − θ
PB
A · M − 1

2θ
PB
B · M and is of course consistent with

the equilibrium requirement that the high type hedge fund always receives
{

Dhigh
A , Dhigh

B

}
. By

symmetry, since the prime broker B's has also to be optimal, we get that

ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh0

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T high

B = ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh0

A , Dlow
B , γ

)
− T low

B

For any deviation of prime broker A Dhigh′

A such that Dhigh′

A > Dhigh
A makes

ΠE
Ind

(
Dhigh′

A , γ
)

= ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh′

A , Dlow
B , γ

)
− T low

B
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Let us contemplate such a deviation from prime broker A, while keeping the same allocation(
Dlow

A , T low
A

)
. The optimality still implies that (IChigh) is binding and this yields

ΠE
Total

(
Dhigh′

A , Dlow
B , γ

)
− T high′

A − T low
B = ΠE

Total

(
Dlow

A , Dhigh
B , γ

)
− T low

A − T high′

B

If we use the above equality to optimize the prime broker's objective function with respect to Dhigh
A ,

a contradiction is obtained. The objective function for prime broker A is continuous in Dhigh
A and

di�erentiable to the right of Dhigh0
A . Since the derivative is proportional to ∆βM −Dhigh

B − θ
PB
A ·

M − 1
2θ

PB
B ·M −Dhigh

A , then when prime broker B o�ers a separating contract, it becomes positive

for Dhigh0
A . Therefore, prime broker A can increase her pro�t by slightly increasing Dhigh

A . This

means that Dhigh0
A is not a global optimum for prime broker A's pro�t, which is a contradiction.

This contradicts the fact that in equilibrium, the high type hedge fund receives a large loan from

each prime broker.

B.9 Proof of Lemma 16

The proof proceeds in the usual three steps. First, we �nd the equilibrium when both types are

credited. Second, we �nd the equilibrium when only the high type is credited. Third, we compute

the prime brokers pro�ts when deviating to see the conditions for the equilibrium survival.

Step 1. Assume that the two prime brokers coordinate to allow access to funds for both types of

hedge funds. Let prime broker B o�er a non-linear schedule such that TB(DB) = aB +DB and that,

conditional on the realization of the hedge fund's type, her trading orders are θ
PB
B and θPB

B . The

indirect pro�t function vis-a-vis prime broker A has to account for the fact that for each type γ,

both prime brokers A and B strategically dual-trade. Imposing that both prime brokers dual-trade,

allows us to compute θ
PB
B = θ

PB
A = ∆βM−Dlow

3M and θPB
B = θPB

A = 2∆βM−Dhigh

3M . The indirect pro�t

is

ΠE
Ind (DA, γ) = max

DB

ΠE
Total (DA, DB, γ)− aB −DB

After substituting the solution DB(DA, γ) = γβM −DA the resulting indirect pro�t is

ΠE
Ind (DA, γ) = −aB + DA +

β

3
γ2
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For each type γ ∈
{
γ, γ

}
the indirect pro�t depends linearly on DA, which implies that (IChigh) and

(IClow) impose that TA
low−DA

low = TA
high−DA

high. This makes prime broker A indi�erent between all

pairs
(
TA

low, DA
low

)
and

(
TA

high, DA
high

)
. Prime broker A thus obtains the same lending pro�t across

types, denoted again by aA. The last step is to determine the size of aA. Since (IRhigh) is implied

by (IRlow), we need to meet this latter constraint. This implies that aA + aB = β
3 γ2.

Step 2. Assume that the two prime brokers coordinate to allow access only to the high type hedge

fund. Assume that prime broker B o�ers a non-linear schedule such that T ′
B(DB) = a′B +DB. Since

prime broker A contemplates posting a schedule allowing trading only for the high type, her order

is θPB
B = θPB

A = 2∆βM−Dhigh

3M . Since the transfer T ′
A extracts all the surplus from the high type,

we can obviously write TA = a′A + DA. Computing the trading pro�t for the high type results in

a′A + a′B = β
3 γ2.

Step 3. Assume that prime broker B posts a schedule with aB = β
6 γ2. Prime broker A can

post a schedule with a participation fee of anotdeviate
A = aB = β

6 γ2. But deviation implies a fee of

adeviate
A = β

3 γ2 − β
6 γ2. Recall that prime brokers dual-trade here. Non participation for the low

type implies no dual-trade for the prime broker when hedge funds turns out to be of the low type.

Lending and dual-trading with both types dominates lending and trading only with the high type

when

ν ·
{
ΠPB

lending,±α2
+ ΠPB

trading,±α2

}
+ (1− ν) ·

{
ΠPB

lending,±α1
+ ΠPB

trading,±α1

}
≥ ν ·

{
ΠPB′

lending,±α2
+ ΠPB′

trading,±α2

}
which gives the required upper bound for ν. For the other case, assume that prime broker B posts

a schedule meant only for the high type, with aB = β
6 γ2. A deviation for prime broker A means

posting a schedule which allows the low type to participate. Comparing again the expected pro�t

from deviating to the one from complying gives us the required lower bound for ν.
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